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1.216 - Billion-Share Da
TECHNOLOGY HELPS HAt\lDLE RECORD VOLUME

It was all in a day's work.

The 1.216-billion-share day on Sept. 1, handled with-

out a hitch, was the busiest in New York Stock Exchange

history eclipsing the record set last Oct. 28.

Messages Per Second on Seg. 1, 1998
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Robert M. Murphy, president, vice chairman and CEO of

Robb Peck McCooey Specialist Corp. and an NYSE direc-

tor, reflected on the atmosphere that record-setting day.

"The anxiety on the floor was high, more reminiscent of

the market o{ 1997 than of 1987," he said. "But what

000

impressed me the most

was the way the mem-

bers and the clerical

staff held up - the sys-

tems supported every-

one without a hiccup.

The technology gave us

the ability to handle

the volume with the

most ease."

"As was the case last Oct.

28, the NYSE operated at

all times well within its
Continued on page 2

NYSE Chairman and CE[] Richard A. Grasso talks

with reporters lollowing the largest-volume day

in history, during which the NYSE operated well

within its systems' capacity.
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Perspective hy William C. Steere Jr.

ol Pfizer lnc.

Record Peak Period

While the world was busy buying and selling, the NYSE's

$2-billion investment in new technology over the past 10

years allowed its computer systems to smoothly process

a peak of 337 messages per second-25 percent high-

er than last October's record day-tapping into only a

little more than half of the systems' total capacity.
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PEAK WAS 330.7 MPS AT l0:38 A.M.
TtlE NYSE SYSTEMS'CAPACITY IS 600 MPS.
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Technology Helps Handl
order.processing system capacity, with a five-

minute peak of 56 percent utilization and average

utilization of 28 percent for the day," said NYSE

Group Executive Vice President Robert G. Britz.

And capacity is key to keeping the NYSE running

smoothly. The critical number isn't share volume

per day, but messages 
- 

orders, reports, cancel-

lations and quotes-per five-minute period.

"We constantly monitor each day's tr'#fic," ex-

plained William A. Bautz, NYSE senior vice

president and chief technology ofEcer. "The data

from each day is factored into a model, and a

report tells us how much capacity we need in each

part of our system. Based

on that, SIAC builds us a

"The syst iledems supp(l

without aeveryllne hiccup."

Bobert M. Murphy, president, vice chairman and CE[) ol

Rohh Peck McCooey Specialist Corp. and NYSE director

Uneler Nerar
Rules, Trading

Gontinrres
Arniel Volatility

Wi*;:.#
NYSE'S old circuit breakers. But

new rules implemented earlier this

year allow the market to continue

trading for a wider bandwidth

before being halted.

Under the old circuit breakers,

trading would have been halted

Thursday, Aug.27, when the Dow

Jones lndustrial Average declined

357 points, or 4.2 percent, and

Monday, Aug. 31, when the mar-

ket fell 513 points. or 6.4 percent.

Circuit breakers were revised in

April following last Oct. 27's first

and only circuit breaker-induced

trading halts at minus 350 points at

2:35 p.m. and minus 550 points at

3:30 p.m. That reflected an approx-

imate 7-percent overall decline and

shut the market for the remainder

of the day. This sparked discussion

that the breakers may have been

triggered too soon and were too

close together.

The new percentage system halts

trading at 10- and 20-percent

declines in the market and closes

down for the day if the Dow falls

30 percent, or 20 percent after 2 p.m.

Based on the Dow's average clos-

ing values in June, rounded to the

nearest 50 points, the market

would have to drop 900 points to

halt trading for an hour.
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one is valid, and

additional sys-

tems that log,

store and for-

ward them for

processing on

the tradingfloor.

Several months

ago, CMS mes-

sage capacity

was upgraded

routes them through

to 600 messages per second from 500. Another

expansion is in the works to increase capacity

to 1,000 by year-end 1999, providing the abil-

ity to handle a S-billion-share trading session,

seven times the current average daily volurne.

"We constantly set new targets for

ourselves," said Wendy Zeicltne4

NYSE senior business analyst.

"We've always managed to stay

out in front, even as the average

William A. Bautz, NYSE senior vice

president and chiel technology oflicer

systems complex to handle that traffic." (SIAC-
Securities Industry Automation Corp.-is the

Exchange's data-processing subsidiary.)

Traffic is chiefly measured in terms of Common

Message Switch (CMS) capacity. CMS-the
equivalent of a massive telephone nsbivelk-

checks the messages it receives, makes sure each

number of shares per day grows by about 100

million each year."

Last year, average daily volume was about 520

million shares. This year, it has ratcheted up to

about 636 million. Volume over the last month

shows an average approaching more than 700

million shares per day.
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Growth in NYSE System Capacity and Highest Five-Minute Peak 1*,"rs*persecond)

Mcapacity E Peak

The current capacity of 600 mps is to be expanded to 1,000 hy year-end 1999,

enabling the NYSE to handle a 5-billion-share trading session.
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B Rectlrd Volume,,,
Large Jump in Messages

In addition to more orders, the systems are

handling more cancellations and quotes. In

fact, all traffic in terms of messages has gone

up more than actual trading volume has.

ooWith a l00-million-share increase, or a 20-

percent jump in volume, we have seen a 40-

percent jump in messages," Mr, Bautz said.

This is the result of several factors, including

the switch to trading in sixteenths and a new

rule that requires quotes to be posted within

30 seconds of receiving a limit order that

affects the bid or offer.

To determine the volume-capacity target, the

NYSE multiplies the average of its top-10

peak share-volume days by 2.5 or the high-

est peak by 2.0, then builds to the higher

of these levels. Its capacity-planning model

converts share-volume levels into messages-

per-second levels.

The reason why the NYSE tracks more than

just trading volume has to do with the multi-

shares a day and closing during the week to

plocess the business," Mr'. Bautz said. 'oNow

we do 10 or 1l million shares a pin116-d111-

ing the opening minutes of every day."

Michael D. Robbins, an NYSE member since

1962 and former NYSE director, has witnessed

the growth. "As a veteran of this business, I've

seen all kinds of markets. But what's different

about the current market is how smoothlv it's

"The NYSE operated at all

times well within its
order-processing system

capacity.

Bohert G. Brit, NYSE group

executive vice president

running, that there's

more liquidity thar-r

ever, and the systems can handle so much

more of the busy work, freeing up the brokers

to do much more. The caliber of the systems

in place has been enormously improved."

Still, the systems run at only 16-18

percent ofcapacity on average. "If
you think of it as a glass of capac-

ity, most of the time that glass has

very little in it, and at our busiest

minute we are about half full,"

Ms. Zeichner said. ooNot many

places in the world have capacity set this high.

At the NYSE, you never get a busy signal.

Nobody runs a system like that."

Mr. Britz put it another way: "To put the Sept. I
experience in perspective, it's akin to telling Ford

Motor today that today it must produce twice

as many cars and trucks as on a normal day-
when that norm is already at record levels 

-
and to do so while maintaining the quality of the

product. That's the real magnitude of the accom-

plishment of our people and our systems."

PERSPEGTIvE
At Pfizer. we believe that everyone has a

stake in corporate governance, but that

doesn't mean we think companies should

operate according to the "stakeholder

model." ln the "shareholder-stakeholder"

debate the basic questions are: Who owns

the corporation? Who has the authority to

run it? What rights does ownership confer?

And what responsibilities does it entail?

When Moreh at Stake

Than Meets the Eye

by William C. Steere Jr.
Chairman and CEO

Pfizer lnc.
NYSE: PFE

Missing from this debate, however, is a

definition of what a stakeholder is. Some

say it refers to those who have acquired a

"stake"-by virtue of the money they have

invested in a company. the financial or
professional risks they have run supporting

it, or the contributions they have made to

its operation.

Others say a stakeholder is anyone who they

think should be entitled to share in the prof-

its a corporation generates-beneficiaries

with rights but no responsibilities.

The "shareholder model," which emphasizes

rights based on responsibilities. is the very

foundation of a free-market economy, where-

as the stakeholder model grows out of a

socialist world view that separates rights

from responsibilities, assigning virtually all

the responsibilities to the corporation and

most of the rights to anyone with a sup-

posed stake in its operation.

Those who are new to this debate might

think no one would support such an inclu-

sive definition of "stakeholdership," but

they would be wrong. As far back as the

1930s, legal scholar E. Merrick Dodd chal-

lenged the shareholders' preeminence,

arguing that all those with an interest in a

company's operations should be considered

"absentee owners."

Although not many thinkers picked up on

Mr. Dodd's idea at that time, a whole cadre

of scholars in the 1980s and 1990s have

begun to build on his work. ln 1984, for

Continued on page 5

"Not many places in the world have

capacity set rhis high. Ar the NYSE,

you never get a husy signal."

Wendy Zeichner, NYSE senior husiness analyst

tude of information flow-

ing through the systems at

any given time. For example, an order to buy

100 shares of stock and the report confirming

that sale equals two messages. The share vol-

ume is 100. An order for 10,000 shares would

still only equal two messages, but the volume

is now 10,000. The larger the trade, the more

volume is handled with fewer messages.

o'Many people at this exchange remember the

days when we were doing 10 or 11 million

OCIOhET 1998 THE EXCHANGE
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LogListe d Companies 0n to NYsEnet.com
With a PC and an Internet browser, 

^YSE'-/6 
ted companics canl rlolo clccess the I\YSE

for information, on, the performance and actiuity of their stoclt and the market,

arlier this year, NYSEnet-now www.NYSEnet.com, a

password-protected Web site for registered NYSE-listed

company users 
-was 

upgraded from a PC-based dial-up

service to a Web-based service accessible with a standard Internet

browser.

ooNYSEnet is designed to provide company officials with the tools

to understand, analyze and explain the market in their stock," said

Larry Szczech, NYSE managing director, Business Development.

"The new version expands on the proprietary information previ-

ously delivered and incorporates a new Market Data service, giving

users access to technical trading analysis, financial fundamentals

and market information on @

wants

of his

to

0r

options, futures, commodities

and foreign exchange."

The myriad screens within

the new Market Data lunction

include intraday pricing on all

stocks traded in the United

States, a self-refreshing mar-

ket monitor of personal stocks

and indices, a news ticker and

retrieval service, and per{or-

mance indicators of U.S. and

international markets.

A Daily Summary page displays

a stock's opening and closing

prices, daily highs and lows,

sizes and numbers of tradeso

account types, and clearing

firms. Other displays allow

users to compare per{ormance

criteria, such as price continu-

ity, market depth and quotation

spreads during defined time

periods, as well as a stock's

shorl position. Data can be

graphed, archived and printed.

o'At the end of the day, an

4 TtlE EXIHANGE 0ctober lggB

Clockwise lrom top:Account-type graphs, market-performance graphs and summary pages

are a lew of the myriad screens ol NYSEnet.com, a password-protected Weh site lor
listed-company oflicials.

'An investor-relations professional

he ahle to explain the

her company's stock.

NYSEnet provides tools to help do that, olfering

a trader's view of what's g0ing on in the market."

Larry Szczech, New York Stock Exchange managing director, Business Development

investor-relations professional wants to be able to explain the price

movement of his or her company's stock," Mr. Szczech said.

"NYSEnet provides tools to help do that, offering a trader's view of

what's going on in the market."

Over the past three months,

I,300 new users have been

added to the service. The

NYSE's goal is to have 3,100

users by year end.

Further developments are

planned tor 1999. NYSEnet

will eventually become an

"interactive channel," where

listed comparries can feed infor-

mation such as listing appli-

cations and annual meeting

announcements to the NYSE.

In turn, the NYSE will feed

users with broadcast video,

digitized tutorials and virtual

tours of the trading floor.

o'We want NYSEnet to be not

only informative and educa-

tional, but an overwhelming

benefit of being listed on the

Exchange,'o Mr. Szczech said.

For add,itional informatinn on

NYSEnct, please conta.ct lnrry

Szczech at lszczech@ n y s e, com.

price movement
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lmproving 0uality Through'Smart Heport'

n addition to building more volume

capacity, the NYSE is constantly

improving its technology to enhance pro-

ductivity and ensure the proper handling of

each order. One of the most recent system

enhancements is Smart Report, a new feature

on the specialist display book that automates

several procedures at the point of sale.

Smart Report, which made its floor-wide

debut this summer, allows the display book

to handle more of the mechanics of order

arrival and execution. It integrates market

orders and limit orders, for the first time

extends the traditional limit-order book to

include special orders-such as stop orders

and stop-limit orders - and eliminates more

manual order tracking and record-keeping.

Smail Report, shown in the bottom-

right comer of the display hook (inset),

has made Speciali$ Paul Freyeis joh

easier and more efficient.

lenge to us was how to improve the user's

ability to report the executed orders, simpli-

fy the transactions, and add quality to the pro-

cess," said Lois Zarembo, vice president of

equity systems at the project's inception.

"It's really an issue of creating the right tools

for making quality NYSE markets in the cur-

rent and future environmento" added Mark

Wille, managing director of point of sale -trad-
ing systems and day-to-day project manager.

Smart Report is widely seen as one of the

most successful system installations at the

NYSE. Contributing to the success were

SIAC's design and implementation, and the

participation for the first time of NYSE floor

supervisors in testing and supporting the

product for the specialists and clerks.

"Teamwork and the enthusiasm and commit-

ment of all involved were crucial to the suc-

cess of this rollout," said Anne Allen, senior

vice president of floor operations.

One feature of Smart Repofi, Smart Find,

helps specialists track the sequence of mar-

ketable orders before execution. oolt's fewer

keystrokes doing far more work, freeing up

the specialist to focus on making markets and

acting as agent," Mr. Wille said.

Smart Report also provides instant

calculations of total, imbalance and

after-market orders, helping to reduce

enors and the time required to handle

special orders and simplifying trans-

actions for the person at the keyboard.

"Orders that remain open after a

transaction are shown on
I

the screen, so that not only

do you see what you're

execuling. you get a pre-

view of the after market,"

Mr. Wille said.

Specialist Paul Freyer of RPM Specialist

Corp. was one of the first Smart Report users.

He handles Telebras (NYSE: TBR), the

third most-actively traded stock and the

most-active non-U.S. stock in 1997. "[Smart

Report] has made our jobs easier and more

efficient and has allowed us to be more

responsive to the customer," he said. "The

faster we are, the better off our customers are.

By stepping up the process, it has made the

NYSE a better marketplace."

"With the ever.increasing volume, the chal-

PERSPEGTT\7E
Continued f rom page 3

example, the University of Virglnia's R.

Edward Freeman defined stakeholders as

'/any group or individual who can affect

or is affected by the achievements of an

organization's objectives," even including a

company's competitors in that category.

ln recent years, the definition has become

even more inclusive. As Professor Marianne

Jennings of the Lincoln Center for Applied

Ethics observes, "ln the academic literature,

the definition of stakeholders has expanded

to include all of God's creatures," citing a

1995 article from The Journal of Business

Ethrcs entitled "Should Trees Have Man-

agerial Standing? Toward Stakeholder

Status for Non-Human Nature."

Ambiguities and excessive inclusiveness

aside, there is also a philosophical contra-

diction in putting those who somehow have

a stake in a company on an equal footing

with its shareholders. As Constance Horner

of the Brookings lnstitution points out, one

cannot equate the positive action of share-

holders-who save their money, study

investment opportunities, and choose to
support a particular company to promote

economic growth-with the status of an

individual who happens to be influenced by

a particular business.

As Ms. Horner astutely observes, "There is

no moral equivalence between the two. ln

the first case, an individual uses his will and

acts to attain a positive good. ln the other,

he simply and passively has stakeholder sta-

tus conferred on him-independent of his

own will or action." She also points out that

the attempt to equate shareholders with

stakeholders and the confusion over the

latter term may not be accidental because

"when people want to change policy, they

first capture the vocabulary."

Before making corporate decisions, it is

imperative to consider everyone who may be

affected, but using "stakeholder theory" as

a blueprint for corporate governance is both

philosophically and practically untenable.

Corporate governance is about ownership

and authority, as well as rights and respon-

sibilities, and it would be a grave error to try
to separate them-especially when more's

at stake than meets the eye.

OCtObEI I998 THE E)(CHANGE
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A leading international, full-service distributor of
microcomputers. peripherals and softwa re products

to more than 110,000 resellers in 45 countries in

Europe, Latin America, Asia and Africa.
Headquarters: Miami, Fla.

Symhol: HS

Specialist: M.J. Meehan & Co.

Source ol listing: Transler from Nasdaq
Web site: www.chse.com

"Listing on the NYSE reflects our tremendous growth and

emergence as one of the largest corporations in the U.5."

-Claudio 
E.0sorio, chairman, president and C[0

Co*r,gyr'Corp. 
'

A leading provider of outsourced billing and

customer-management solutions. The company
focuses on developing long-term strategic relation-
ships with clients in customer-intensive industries.
Headquarters: Cincinnati, 0hio
Symbo!: GVG

Specialist Spear; leeds & Kellogg ILG
Source of listing: lPO

Web site: www.convergys.com

,J;;;,,,,*,*,,,,,,
A home-furnishings retailer with 100 showrooms
in 13 states providing brand-name merchandise
in middle to upper-middle price ranges.
Headquarters: Atlanta, Ga.

Symbol: HW
Specialist: [aBranche & Co.

Source ol listing: Transfer from Nasdaq
Web site: www,havertys.com

"We believe our NYSE listing will provide more efficient
pricing and will increase our potential investor base."

-John 
[. Slater Jr., president and CE()

Marine Drillinu
Companies lncl
A leading provider

of contract oil

and gas offshore-
drilling services
to both major and

independent oil and gas companies. The company
owns and operates 17 drilling rigs worldwide.
Headquarters: Sugar Land, Texas

Symbol: MBI
Specialist: Spear, Leeds & Kellogg ILC
Source of listing: Transfer lrom Nasdaq
Web site: wwwmardril.com

"We are excited about our move to the NYSE and the

benefits we believe it offers to our shareholders."

-Jan 
Rask, president and CE()

1aa,

NCI Building Systems Inc.
A leading manufacturer and marketer of pre-engi-

neered metal building systems and components
worldwide. NCI designs structures to user specifi-
cations, manufacturing all parts with maximum

structural integrity.

Headquarters: Houston, Texas

Symbol: NGS

Specialist: Gavin, Benton, Porpora & Co. [.P.
Source of listing: Transfer from Nasdaq
Web site: www.ncilp.com

"We believe listing on the NYSE will provide the company

with greater worldwide visibilily and nore stable stock-
trading activity through the centralized market-specialist
system."-Johnie Schulte, president and C[0

New American Healthcare Corp.
The principal provider of health-care services in

the non-urban communities that they serve.

NAHC currently owns eight acute-care hospitals
in six states.

Headquarters: Brentwood, Tenn.

Symbol: NAH

Specialist: Scavone, McKenna, Cloud & Co. LLC

Source of listing: lPO

Web site: www.nahc,net

"We believe that lisfng on the NYSE will provide us better

visibility and thus enhance our ability to access the capi-

tal markets for funding growth as we acquire additional
rural hospitals."-Botert M. Martin, chairman, president and C[0

Altntrn
Peruton Media, Iruc.

Penton Media Inc.
A leading business-media company. lts principal

media platforms-magazines, trade shows and

conferences, and electronic media-provide
proprietary information to business users and inte-
grated marketing solutions to industry suppliers.
Headquarters: Cleveland, 0hio
Symbol: PME

Specialist: Beniamin Jacohson & Sons

Source of listing: Spin-off
Web site: www.penton.com

"Listing on the worldb largest and nost significant stock
exchange will help us toward our goal of being the lead-

ing information provider in the inportant markets Penton

serves."-Ihomas L. Kemp, CE[}

Designer Dehhie Hubin decorates a holiday wreath dur-

ing one ol many interactive craft demonstrations held on

Broad Street when the nation s leading fabric and craft

retailer introduced ih new name, Jo-Ann Stores lnc.. and

ticket symbols (NYSE: JAS.A and JAS.B).

HAVE RTYS" ll xnw *tERrcAN HEATTHcARE
ry coRPonaIIoN
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Speefier T[ansfer of Customer Accounts
Recent enhancements to

customer-account transfet'

systems will lead to faster

transfers of customer

one member firm to another.

The NYSE board of directors last month

voted to shorten, from seven days to six, the

amount of time member firms have to com-

plete the transfer of a customer''s securities

accounl lo another organization.

Rule 412, which regulates the transfer of

customer accounts from one member orga-

nization to another, currently allows a three-

day "validation" period and a four-day

'osettlement" period to effect an account

transfer. The proposed amendment, if
approved by the SEC, reduces the transfer

settlement period from four to three days.

Ti'ansfers of customer accounts are

generally effected through the Automated

Customer Account tansfer Service (ACATS)

administered by the National Securities

Clearing Corp. ACATS recently was re-

designed to provide increased efflciency

and improved ser-vice. The proposed

amendment to Rule 4I2 would take effect

Jan. 25,1999, when enhancements to

ACATS should be fully operational.

ITYSE Backs Bill to
Eneourage Savirgt

The Exchange

announced its sup-

port of the Savings

Advancement and

Enhancement

(SAVE) Act, parl

of the ta"x package

passed by the

House Ways and

Means Committee Sept. 17 that proposes

an interest-income tax deduction.

"The SAVE Act benefits individual invest-

ors, who are the lifeblood of our market,"

said Richard A. Grasso, NYSE chairman

and CEO.

The act provides for an exemption from

income tax for the first $200 in interest and

dividends for individual taxpayers and $400

forjoint filers. The exclusion would apply to

any combination of interest and dividends.

The Exchange views this as a positive

measure for U.S. investors and the American

economy, as the act encourages individuals

to save and invest and promotes long-term

economic growth by increasing the pool of

investment resources.

HOLIDAY SCHEDULE

The NYSE will be closed Thursday,

Nov. 26 lor Thanksgiving; Friday,

0ec.25 lor Christmas; and Friday,

Jan. 1 lor New Year's.

The Exchange will close at

I p.m. on Friday, Nov.2i, the

day alter Thanksgiving, and

on Thursday,[)ec.24,

Christmas Eve.

GATX Cotp. (NYSE: GMT), a full-service lessor ol rail

tank and freight cars, displayed a rail tanker 0n Broad

Street as part 0f its centennial-year celehrati0n.

NYSE mernber firms thai do business

with the public earned. ff2.29 billion
in after-tax profits on recold revenues of

$45.25 billion in the second quarter and

a record #4.46 billion in afier-tax

profits on revenues of $BB.5I billion in

the first six montl.rs of 1998....

NYSE specialist firrns reported

after-tax profits of $63 rnillion on

revenues of fi270 million in the second

quarter. The industw also reported

after-tax profits of $164 rnillion on

revenues of $608 million, both records,

in the first six months of 1998....

The NYSE's board of directors last

month voted to end the reqrrirernent

that all job-related statutory discrimina-

tion claims be submitted to arbitration.

as parl of an industrywide shift away

frnm mandatory arbitration.
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Recent NYSE Visitors

Tennis champion Monica Seles and Chase

Manhattan Corp. Chairman and CEO Walter

V. Shipley kicked off the I99B U.S. Open

by ringing the opening bell with NYSE

Chairman and CEO Richard A. Grasso

(photo

Ieft).

Actor Matthew Modine chatted

with Mr. Grasso on the trading floor

(photo right) during a recent visit.

Mr. Grasso pauses with U.S. Rep. Bill
Archer (R-Texas), Ways and Means

Committee chairmano and NYSE

Director Robert M. Murphy during a

recent tour of the floor (photo right).

Michael Goldstein, chairman of

Toys 'oR" Us; Mr. Grassol and Jill Barad, chairman and CEO of Mattel

Inc., join Rosie O'Donnell and children from the Little Shepard's

Community Service Program (photo below) in ringing the closing

bell before The For

AII IGds Foundation

Inc.'s board meeting

held at the Exchange.

The foundation awards

grants in support of

disadvantaged chil-

dren throughout the

United States.

Nov. 16 Partnership Program, a one-day orientation

for marketing, public-relations and investor-relations pro-

fessionals of listed companies on how to maximize the value

of a listing and increase visibility. Contact: 212-656-2204

Nov. 19 Institutional FACTS Progra,rn, a full-day

conference for institutional professionals with flve years'

securities-industry experience or three years' trading-relat-

ed experience. Program includes trading-floor visits and

overviews of listings, technology and regulation. Contact:

212-656-3388

Dec. 7 NYSEfa.cts Progrann, a one-day orientation for

executives of listed companies that includes discussions

with NYSE officials and trading-floor visits. Contact:

2t2-656-5t85

1,218

SHABE VOLUME BY DAY

Week Ending Sept.4, 1998
(millions ol shares)

The total share volume of 4.687 billion for the week
ending Sept. 4, 1998-the NYSE's busiest

week ever-is nearly equivalent to 1975's annual
share volume of 4.7 billion.
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EXCHANGEFACTS

What used to happen in a year, n0w happens in a week.


